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QUESTION 1

A company is refactoring an existing web service that provides read and write access to structured data. The service
must respond to short but significant spikes in the system load. The service must be fault tolerant across multiple AWS
Regions. 

Which actions should be taken to meet these requirements? 

A. Store the data in Amazon DocumentDB. Create a single global Amazon CloudFront distribution with a custom origin
built on edge-optimized Amazon API Gateway and AWS Lambda. Assign the company\\'s domain as an alternate
domain for the distribution, and configure Amazon Route 53 with an alias to the CloudFront distribution. 

B. Store the data in replicated Amazon S3 buckets in two Regions. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution in each
Region, with custom origins built on Amazon API Gateway and AWS Lambda launched in each Region. Assign the
company\\'s domain as an alternate domain for both distributions, and configure Amazon Route 53 with a failover
routing policy between them. 

C. Store the data in an Amazon DynamoDB global table in two Regions using on-demand capacity mode. In both
Regions, run the web service as Amazon ECS Fargate tasks in an Auto Scaling ECS service behind an Application
Load Balancer (ALB). In Amazon Route 53, configure an alias record in the company\\'s domain and a Route 53 latency-
based routing policy with health checks to distribute traffic between the two ALBs. 

D. Store the data in Amazon Aurora global databases. Add Auto Scaling replicas to both Regions. Run the web service
on Amazon EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group behind an Application Load Balancer in each Region. Configure the
instances to download the web service code in the user data. In Amazon Route 53, configure an alias record for the
company\\'s domain and a multi-value routing policy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A retail company has a custom .NET web application running on AWS that uses Microsoft SQL Server for the database.
The application servers maintain a user\\'s session locally. 

Which combination of architecture changes are needed to ensure all tiers of the solution are highly available? (Choose
three.) 

A. Refactor the application to store the user\\'s session in Amazon ElastiCache. Use Application Load Balancers to
distribute the load between application instances. 

B. Set up the database to generate hourly snapshots using Amazon EBS. Configure an Amazon CloudWatch Events
rule to launch a new database instance if the primary one fails. 

C. Migrate the database to Amazon RDS for SQL Server. Configure the RDS instance to use a Multi-AZ deployment. 

D. Move the .NET content to an Amazon S3 bucket. Configure the bucket for static website hosting. 

E. Put the application instances in an Auto Scaling group. Configure the Auto Scaling group to create new instances if
an instance becomes unhealthy. 

F. Deploy Amazon CloudFront in front of the application tier. Configure CloudFront to serve content from healthy
application instances only. 
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Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 3

A company provides a centralized Amazon EC2 application hosted in a single shared VPC. The centralized application
must be accessible from client applications running in the VPCs of other business units. The centralized application front
end is configured with a Network Load Balancer (NLB) for scalability. 

Up to 10 business unit VPCs will need to be connected to the shared VPC. Some of the business unit VPC CIDR blocks
overlap with the shared VPC, and some overlap with each other. Network connectivity to the centralized application in
the shared VPC should be allowed from authorized business unit VPCs only. 

Which network configuration should a solutions architect use to provide connectivity from the client applications in the
business unit VPCs to the centralized application in the shared VPC? 

A. Create an AWS Transit Gateway. Attach the shared VPC and the authorized business unit VPCs to the transit
gateway. Create a single transit gateway route table and associate it with all of the attached VPCs. Allow automatic
propagation of routes from the attachments into the route table. Configure VPC routing tables to send traffic to the
transit gateway 

B. Create a VPC endpoint service using the centralized application NLB and enable the option to require endpoint
acceptance. Create a VPC endpoint in each of the business unit VPCs using the service name of the endpoint service.
Accept authorized endpoint requests from the endpoint service console. 

C. Create a VPC peering connection from each business unit VPC to the shared VPC. Accept the VPC peering
connections from the shared VPC console. Configure VPC routing tables to send traffic to the VPC peering connection. 

D. Configure a virtual private gateway for the shared VPC and create customer gateways for each of the authorized
business unit VPCs. Establish a Site-to-Site VPN connection from the business unit VPCs to the shared VPC. Configure
VPC routing tables to send traffic to the VPN connection. 

Correct Answer: B 

Amazon Transit Gateway doesn\\'t support routing between Amazon VPCs with overlapping CIDRs. If you attach a new
Amazon VPC that has a CIDR which overlaps with an already attached Amazon VPC, Amazon Transit Gateway will not
propagate the new Amazon VPC route into the Amazon Transit Gateway route table. 

Reference: https://d1.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/building-a-scalable-and-secure-multi-vpc-aws-
networkinfrastructure.pdf https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/network/load-balancer-target-
groups.html#clientip-preservation 

 

QUESTION 4

A solutions architect is implementing infrastructure as code for a two-tier web application in an AWS CloudFormation
template. The web frontend application will be deployed on Amazon EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group. The
backend database will be an Amazon RDS for MySQL DB instance. The database password will be rotated every 60
days. 

How can the solutions architect MOST securely manage the configuration of the application\\'s database credentials? 

A. Provide the database password as a parameter in the CloudFormation template. Create an initialization script in the
Auto Scaling group\\'s launch configuration UserData property to reference the password parameter using the Ref
intrinsic function. Store the password on the EC2 instances. Reference the parameter for the value of the
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MasterUserPassword property in the AWS::RDS::DBInstance resource using the Ref intrinsic function. 

B. Create a new AWS Secrets Manager secret resource in the CloudFormation template to be used as the database
password. Configure the application to retrieve the password from Secrets Manager when needed. Reference the secret
resource for the value of the MasterUserPassword property in the AWS::RDS::DBInstance resource using a dynamic
reference. 

C. Create a new AWS Secrets Manager secret resource in the CloudFormation template to be used as the database
password. Create an initialization script in the Auto Scaling group\\'s launch configuration UserData property to
reference the secret resource using the Ref intrinsic function. Reference the secret resource for the value of the
MasterUserPassword property in the AWS::RDS::DBInstance resource using the Ref intrinsic function. 

D. Create a new AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store parameter in the CloudFormation template to be used as the
database password. Create an initialization script in the Auto Scaling group\\'s launch configuration UserData property
to reference the parameter. Reference the parameter for the value of the MasterUserPassword property in the
AWS::RDS::DBInstance resource using the Fn::GetAtt intrinsic function. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is developing a web application that runs on Amazon EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group behind a
public-facing Application Load Balancer (ALB). Only users from a specific country are allowed to access the application.
The company needs the ability to log the access requests that have been blocked. The solution should require the least
possible maintenance. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Create an IPSet containing a list of IP ranges that belong to the specified country. Create an AWS WAF web ACL.
Configure a rule to block any requests that do not originate from an IP range in the IPSet. Associate the rule with the
web ACL. Associate the web ACL with the ALB. 

B. Create an AWS WAF web ACL. Configure a rule to block any requests that do not originate from the specified
country. Associate the rule with the web ACL. Associate the web ACL with the ALB. 

C. Configure AWS Shield to block any requests that do not originate from the specified country. Associate AWS Shield
with the ALB. 

D. Create a security group rule that allows ports 80 and 443 from IP ranges that belong to the specified country.
Associate the security group with the ALB. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A user is configuring MySQL RDS with PIOPS. What should be the minimum PIOPS that the user should provision? 

A. 1000 

B. 200 

C. 2000 
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D. 500 

Correct Answer: A 

If a user is trying to enable PIOPS with MySQL RDS, the minimum size of storage should be 100 GB and the minimum
PIOPS should be 1000. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_PIOPS.html 

 

QUESTION 7

Your company is storing millions of sensitive transactions across thousands of 100-GB files that must be encrypted in
transit and at rest. Analysts concurrently depend on subsets of files, which can consume up to 5 TB of space, to
generate simulations that can be used to steer business decisions. 

You are required to design an AWS solution that can cost effectively accommodate the long-term storage and in-flight
subsets of data. 

Which approach can satisfy these objectives? 

A. Use Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) with server-side encryption, and run simulations on subsets in ephemeral
drives on Amazon EC2. 

B. Use Amazon S3 with server-side encryption, and run simulations on subsets in-memory on Amazon EC2. 

C. Use HDFS on Amazon EMR, and run simulations on subsets in ephemeral drives on Amazon EC2. 

D. Use HDFS on Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR), and run simulations on subsets in-memory on Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2). 

E. Store the full data set in encrypted Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) volumes, and regularly capture snapshots that
can be cloned to EC2 workstations. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A company has an application that sells tickets online and experiences bursts of demand every 7 days. The application
has a stateless presentation layer running on Amazon EC2, an Oracle database to store unstructured data catalog
information, and a backend API layer. The front-end layer uses an Elastic Load Balancer to distribute the load across
nine On-Demand instances over three Availability Zones (AZs). The Oracle database is running on a single EC2
instance. The company is experiencing performance issues when running more than two concurrent campaigns. A
solutions architect must design a solution that meets the following requirements: 

1.

 Address scalability issues. 

2.

 Increase the level of concurrency. 

3.
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 Eliminate licensing costs. 

4.

 Improve reliability. 

Which set of steps should the solutions architect take? 

A. Create an Auto Scaling group for the front end with a combination of On-Demand and Spot Instances to reduce
costs. Convert the Oracle database into a single Amazon RDS reserved DB instance. 

B. Create an Auto Scaling group for the front end with a combination of On-Demand and Spot Instances to reduce
costs. Create two additional copies of the database instance, then distribute the databases in separate AZs. 

C. Create an Auto Scaling group for the front end with a combination of On-Demand and Spot Instances to reduce
costs. Convert the tables in the Oracle database into Amazon DynamoDB tables. 

D. Convert the On-Demand Instances into Spot instances to reduce costs for the front end. Convert the tables in the
Oracle database into Amazon DynamoDB tables. 

Correct Answer: C 

Combination of On-Demand and Spot Instances + DynamoDB. 

 

QUESTION 9

A solutions architect is designing the data storage and retrieval architecture for a new application that a company will be
launching soon. The application is designed to ingest millions of small records per minute from devices all around the
world. Each record is less than 4 KB in size and needs to be stored in a durable location where it can be retrieved with
low latency. The data is ephemeral and the company is required to store the data for 120 days only, after which the data
can be deleted. 

The solutions architect calculates that, during the course of a year, the storage requirements would be about 10-15 TB. 

Which storage strategy is the MOST cost-effective and meets the design requirements? 

A. Design the application to store each incoming record as a single .csv file in an Amazon S3 bucket to allow for
indexed retrieval. Configure a lifecycle policy to delete data older than 120 days. 

B. Design the application to store each incoming record in an Amazon DynamoDB table properly configured for the
scale. Configure the DynamoDB Time to Live (TTL) feature to delete records older than 120 days. 

C. Design the application to store each incoming record in a single table in an Amazon RDS MySQL database. Run a
nightly cron job that executes a query to delete any records older than 120 days. 

D. Design the application to batch incoming records before writing them to an Amazon S3 bucket. Update the metadata
for the object to contain the list of records in the batch and use the Amazon S3 metadata search feature to retrieve the
data. Configure a lifecycle policy to delete the data after 120 days. 

Correct Answer: B 

DynamoDB with TTL, cheaper for sustained throughput of small items + suited for fast retrievals. S3 cheaper for storage
only, much higher costs with writes. RDS not designed for this use case. 
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QUESTION 10

An organization is planning to extend their data center by connecting their DC with the AWS VPC using the VPN
gateway. The organization is setting up a dynamically routed VPN connection. 

Which of the below mentioned answers is not required to setup this configuration? 

A. The type of customer gateway, such as Cisco ASA, Juniper J-Series, Juniper SSG, Yamaha. 

B. Elastic IP ranges that the organization wants to advertise over the VPN connection to the VPC. 

C. Internet-routable IP address (static) of the customer gateway\\'s external interface. 

D. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) Autonomous System Number (ASN) of the customer gateway. 

Correct Answer: B 

The Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) allows the user to define a virtual networking environment in a
private, isolated section of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud. The user has complete control over the virtual
networking environment. The organization wants to extend their network into the cloud and also directly access the
internet from their AWS VPC. Thus, the organization should setup a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) with a public subnet
and a private subnet, and a virtual private gateway to enable communication with their data center network over an
IPsec VPN tunnel. To setup this configuration the organization needs to use the Amazon VPC with a VPN connection.
The organization network administrator must designate a physical appliance as a customer gateway and configure it.
The organization would need the below mentioned information to setup this configuration: The type of customer
gateway, such as Cisco ASA, Juniper J-Series, Juniper SSG, Yamaha Internetroutable IP address (static) of the
customer gateway\\'s external interface Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) Autonomous System Number (ASN) of the
customer gateway, if the organization is creating a dynamically routed VPN connection. Internal network IP ranges that
the user wants to advertise over the VPN connection to the VPC. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_VPN.html 

 

QUESTION 11

What bandwidths do AWS Direct Connect currently support? 

A. 10Mbps and 100Mbps 

B. 10Gbps and 100Gbps 

C. 100Mbps and 1Gbps 

D. 1Gbps and 10 Gbps 

Correct Answer: D 

AWS Direct Connection currently supports 1Gbps and 10 Gbps. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/directconnect/latest/UserGuide/Welcome.html 

 

QUESTION 12

True or false: In CloudFormation, you cannot create an Amazon RDS DB instance from a snapshot. 
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A. False, you can specify it in attributes 

B. False, you can specify it in condition 

C. False, you can specify it in resource properties 

D. True 

Correct Answer: C 

In AWS CloudFormation, resource properties are additional options that you can specify on a resource. For example,
you can specify the DB snapshot property for an Amazon RDS DB instance in order to create a DB instance from a
snapshot. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/concept-resources.html 

 

QUESTION 13

Cognito Sync is an AWS service that you can use to synchronize user profile data across mobile devices without
requiring your own backend. When the device is online, you can synchronize data. 

If you also set up push sync, what does it allow you to do? 

A. Notify other devices that a user profile is available across multiple devices 

B. Synchronize user profile data with less latency 

C. Notify other devices immediately that an update is available 

D. Synchronize online data faster 

Correct Answer: C 

Cognito Sync is an AWS service that you can use to synchronize user profile data across mobile devices without
requiring your own backend. When the device is online, you can synchronize data, and if you have also set up push
sync, notify other devices immediately that an update is available. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cognito/devguide/sync/ 

 

QUESTION 14

A company is migrating an application to the AWS Cloud. The application runs in an on-premises data center and writes
thousands of images into a mounted NFS file system each night. After the company migrates the application, the
company will host the application on an Amazon EC2 instance with a mounted Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon
EFS) file system. 

The company has established an AWS Direct Connect connection to AWS. Before the migration cutover, a solutions
architect must build a process that will replicate the newly created on-premises images to the EFS file system. 

What is the MOST operationally efficient way to replicate the images? 

A. Configure a periodic process to run the aws s3 sync command from the on-premises file system to Amazon S3.
Configure an AWS Lambda function to process event notifications from Amazon S3 and copy the images from Amazon
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S3 to the EFS file system. 

B. Deploy an AWS Storage Gateway file gateway with an NFS mount point. Mount the file gateway file system on the on-
premises server. Configure a process to periodically copy the images to the mount point. 

C. Deploy an AWS DataSync agent to an on-premises server that has access to the NFS file system. Send data over
the Direct Connect connection to an S3 bucket by using public VIF. Configure an AWS Lambda function to process
event notifications from Amazon S3 and copy the images from Amazon S3 to the EFS file system. 

D. Deploy an AWS DataSync agent to an on-premises server that has access to the NFS file system. Send data over
the Direct Connect connection to an AWS PrivateLink interface VPC endpoint for Amazon EFS by using a private VIF.
Configure a DataSync scheduled task to send the images to the EFS file system every 24 hours. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

A company is migrating its data center from on premises to the AWS Cloud. The migration will take several months to
complete. The company will use Amazon Route 53 for private DNS zones. 

During the migration, the company must keep its AWS services pointed at the VPC\\'s Route 53 Resolver for DNS. The
company also must maintain the ability to resolve addresses from its on-premises DNS server. A solutions architect
must set up DNS so that Amazon EC2 instances can use native Route 53 endpoints to resolve on-premises DNS
queries. 

Which configuration will meet these requirements? 

A. Configure the VPC DHCP options set to point to on-premises DNS server IP addresses. Ensure that security groups
for EC2 instances allow outbound access to port 53 on those DNS server IP addresses. 

B. Launch an EC2 instance that has DNS BIND installed and configured. Ensure that the security groups that are
attached to the EC2 instance can access the on-premises DNS server IP address on port 53. Configure BIND to forward
DNS queries to on-premises DNS server IP addresses. Configure each migrated EC2 instance\\'s DNS settings to point
to the BIND server IP address. 

C. Create a new outbound endpoint in Route 53, and attach the endpoint to the VPC. Ensure that the security groups
that are attached to the endpoint can access the on-premises DNS server IP address on port 53. Create a new Route
53 Resolver rule that routes on-premises designated traffic to the on-premises DNS server. 

D. Create a new private DNS zone in Route 53 with the same domain name as the on-premises domain. Create a single
wildcard record with the on-premises DNS server IP address as the record\\'s address. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/Route53/latest/DeveloperGuide/resolver.html 
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